Upcoming workshops:

February 2012

Art Therapy: Incorporating
Creative Arts Approaches into your Practice

**Only a few spaces remain**

Date:
February 17, 2012

Time:
9:00 am - 12:30 pm

Location:
2215 Cheshire Bridge Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30324
404-816-7171 Ext. 18

Cost:
Early Registration: $48 (before January 20, 2012)
Regular Registration: $60.00 (after January 20, 2012)
Walk In: $75.00

*Light refreshments will be provided

CEU's: 3 CEU's. Approved by LPCA of Georgia

About the Workshop:
This 3 1/2 hour workshop will review a brief history and origins of art therapy. Participants will learn when it might be appropriate to use art therapy techniques with clients, and when it might not be appropriate. Participants will also learn the effects of various media, such as drawing vs sculpting. Participants will also learn various techniques and directives to use with diverse populations of clients. Lastly the workshop will conclude with a 1 hr art making experiential to gain hands on experience making and using art therapy based techniques. Followed by processing and Q and A.
**About the Presenter:**
Megan McSwain Mann, MA, LPC, ATR; is a Licensed Professional Counselor and Registered Art Therapist. She currently works in a private practice in Midtown/Buckhead providing counseling and art therapy services to children, teens, adults, and families. She also provides group therapy at various locations in Atlanta in art therapy, divorce support for children, and eating disorder prevention. Her areas of expertise include: ADHD, conduct and behavior disorders, depression and other mood disorders, eating disorders, self-injury, and life adjustment issues, such as divorce, change in school, or grief and loss. Megan's work also focuses on using art therapy, which involves the creation of various types of art (painting, drawing, sculpting, etc.) in order to bring about healing, explore non-verbal and symbolic forms of communication, and to express and navigate problems and solutions in a safe and unique way.

**TO REGISTER ONLINE FOR THIS EVENT CLICK HERE**

### April 2012

**Ethical Considerations and Decisions: UNDERSTANDING YOUR ETHICAL DUTY**

**Date:**
April 6, 2012

**Time:**
9:00 am - 3:30 pm

**Location:**
Cheshire Bridge Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30324
404-816-7171 Ext. 18

**Cost:**
- Early Registration: $85 (before February 15, 2012)
- Regular Registration: $105 (before April 5, 2012)
- Walk-in Registration: $125

**CEU's:**
5.5 Ethics CEU's. Approved by LPCA, NASW and MFT of Georgia
About the Workshop:
This training is designed to promote a conversation about ethical growth and responsibility in a multidisciplinary setting. The focus will be on assisting individuals working in various settings in becoming more aware of their ethical responsibility to clients, colleagues, and their communities. There will be a review of codes of ethics, their origins and a historical overview of ethics, as well as a thorough presentation of ethical principles and standards. Case studies will be used to illustrate the connection between ethical decision making and practice and the theme of decision making will be the anchor for the discussion. Included, will be a framework for ethical decision making when lines of accountability and/or inquiry result in unresolved ethical conflict. Attendees will be given an opportunity to discuss ethical issues in their current practice and receive insight from conversations within the attending professional community.

About the Presenter:
David Lane, Ph.D; is a professor of Counseling and Human Sciences at Mercer University. Dr. Lane earned his M.Ed. and Ph.D. both from Georgia State University.

TO REGISTER ONLINE FOR THIS EVENT CLICK HERE

The center for learning is just one mission of The Conley Center, a non-profit counseling center founded in 2001. We offer public workshops, professional training, lunch & learns, and other learning events for professionals, clients and the general public. We strive to provide educational experiences that will enrich the lives people.

Stay tuned for more events coming soon!

Contact Information

David Harris
The Center
404-816-7171 Ext. 18

Join Our Mailing List!